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  Introduction to BaBar detector and dataset 
  Selected τ topics 

  Precise measurement of τ mass and τ+τ− mass difference 

 Measurement of  

 Analysis of                            mass spectrum 

  Conclusions   

€ 

τ− →KS
0π−ν

€ 

B(τ− →K 0π−π 0υ)



BaBar Detector and Data Sample 
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Over 525fb-1of data collected, of 
which 423fb-1 is at the Υ(4s) 

e+e− collide at centre-of-mass 
energy of 10.58 GeV      Υ(4s) 

€ 

σ(e+e− → bb)@Υ(4s) =1.05nb

€ 

σ(e+e− → τ +τ−)@Υ(4s) = 0.92nb



τmass measurement and τ+τ− difference: 
Motivation 
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  Mτ important for testing lepton universality 

  M(τ+) − M(τ−)  important for testing CPT invariance 

  Current measurements: 

 Mτ=1776.84 ± 0.17 MeV/c2 

  CPT: 

€ 

M(τ +) −M(τ −)
Maverage

< 2.8 × 10−4
(PDG 08) 

(@ 90% C.L.) 



τmass measurement and τ+τ− difference: 
Methodology 
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  Use Pseudomass endpoint method (next slide)  
  [ARGUS Phys.Lett. B292, 221 (1992)] , [BELLE Phys.Rev.Lett. 99, 011801 (2007)] 

  Use decay                               (High branching ratio ~ 8.99%) 

    € 

τ− →π−π +π−υτ

τleptons 
decay 
isotropically in 
CM frame 

Use leptonic 
tag on one-
prong side  

 3 tracks not 
identified as 
lepton on 
signal side 

• Veto charged/neutral kaons and 
protons 
• Less then 5 photons and neutral energy 
< 300 MeV   
• Purity ~ 96%, Signal Efficiency ~ 2% 



τmass measurement and τ+τ− mass difference: 
Methodology 
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  Psuedomass  endpoint method: 

    
    

€ 

Mτ
2 = Mh

2 + 2(Eτ − Eh )(Eh − Ph cosθ)

θis set to zero to get a lower bound on Mτ 

€ 

Mpseudo ≡ Mh
2 + 2( s /2 − Eh )(Eh − Ph ) ≤ Mτ



τmass measurement and τ+τ− mass difference: 
Methodology 
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  Fit signal region in Mpseudo using: 

  P1 is the endpoint parameter: can obtain relationship between p1 and Mτ 
using MC 

€ 

F(x) = (p3 + p4x)tan
−1 x − p1

p2

 

 
 

 

 
 + p5 + p6x

Expect slope of unity and y-intercept of zero – however ISR/FSR 
and imperfect detector resolution lead to a non-zero offset which is 
used to determine Mτfrom the endpoint fit to data 

+3 MeV 

−3 MeV 

MC 



τmass measurement and τ+τ− mass difference: 
Systematic Uncertainties 
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  Several sources of 
uncertainty are considered: 

  Largest uncertainty is due to 
underestimation of track 
momenta: 

    

    



τmass measurement and τ+τ− mass difference: 
Results 
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  Split Data into 2 samples, 
based on the 3π charge 

  Both average and separate 
measurement of M(τ+)   

 and M(τ−). 

    
    

€ 

Mτ =1776.68 ± 0.12(stat.) ± 0.41(syst.)MeV /c 2

€ 

M(τ +) −M(τ−)
Maverage

= −3.4 ±1.3(stat.) ± 0.3(syst.) ×10−4

Blue = τ− 

Red = τ+ 



Measurement of 
and analysis of                    mass 
spectrum 
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€ 

B(τ− →K 0π−π 0υ)

€ 

τ− →KS
0π−ν

Strange hadronic τdecays 



Strange hadronic τdecays 
Motivation 
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 τdecays to strange hadronic final states offer a very clean 
environment to study the weak current ; sensitive to Vus. 

  A fit to the                        mass spectrum can yield precise 
values for the mass and width of the dominant K* (892) 

  Belle proposed that a scalar resonance, K*(800), was 
required to fit the the total mass spectrum. 

  Their fit yielded values : (Phys. Lett. B 654, 65, (2007))  

€ 

τ− →KS
0π−ν

M(K*(892)-) = 895.47 ± 0.20(stat.) ±0.47(syst.) ± 0.59(mod.) MeV/c2 
Γ(K*(892)-) = 46.2 ± 0.60(stat.) ±1.0(syst.) ± 0.7(mod.) MeV 

[PDG Values: M(K*(892)−) = 891.66±0.26 MeV/c2,  Γ(K*(892)−) = 50.8±0.9 MeV] 



Strange hadronic τdecays 
Motivation   
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  The branching fraction for                        was presented at 
Tau08, Novosibirsk (arXiv:0808.1121(hep-ex)) 

  Also wanted to consider                             shape and rate as 
forms an important component of fitting                       -large 
peaking background. 

  Measure hadronic distributions in data and use to tune MC 

€ 

τ− →KS
0π−ν

€ 

B(τ− →K 0π−ντ ) = 0.840 ± 0.006(stat.) ± 0.023(syst.)

€ 

τ− →KS
0π−π 0ν

€ 

τ− →KS
0π−ν



Strange hadronic τdecays: 
   Signal Selection   
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  To obtain high signal purity (~93%) –stringent selection 
criteria on π0’s were used. 

  Exactly one identified π0 

  Trajectory of π0 to be within 90° of Ksπ−   momentum 
vector 

  Energy of π0 to be greater  
 than 1.2 GeV to remove  
 large background below  

 this threshold. 

€ 

τ− →KS
0π−π 0ν
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Strange hadronic τdecays:branching fraction 
Results   
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  Using this selection, MC form factors were tuned to that of data: 

  Also obtain branching fraction: 

€ 

B(τ− →K 0π−π 0ντ ) = 0.342 ± 0.006(stat.) ± 0.015(syst.)

Dominant systematic contribution is π0 efficiency 
systematic: 3.0%      0.011(syst.) 
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Strange hadronic τdecays 
Fit to mass spectrum: Methodology   
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  Using tuned MC form factors a fit is performed to the   

invariant mass spectrum 
  A function which reflects the limited resolution and 

efficiency of the detector is convoluted with the signal PDF 
  Terms to include the uncertainty in the rates and shapes of 

background modes are included in our χ2 minimisation- 
background shapes/rates differ in each fit        background 
subtracted data spectra are different in each fit model 

  Several different fit models are investigated 

€ 

τ− →KS
0π−ν



Strange hadronic τdecays 
Fit to mass spectrum: Signal PDF   
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  Use same model Belle used (Phys. Lett. B 654, 65, (2007)): 

Vector form 
factor 

Scalar form 
factor 

Also try LASS 
scalar form 
factor 



Strange hadronic τdecays 
Fit to mass spectrum: Using only K*(892)   
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    χ2/dof = 
399.8/97  



Strange hadronic τdecays 
Fit to mass spectrum: Using K*(892)+K*(1410)   
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    χ2/dof = 
130.0/95  



Strange hadronic τdecays 
Fit to mass spectrum: Using K*(800) + K*(892)+K*(1410)  
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    χ2/dof = 
113.1/94 



Strange hadronic τdecays 
Fit to mass spectrum: Alternate resonance models   
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      K*(800) + K*(892) + K*(1430) – χ2/dof = 114.1/94 

  K*(800) + K*(892) + K*(1680) – χ2/dof = 144.71/94 

  K*(892) + LASS  – χ2/dof = 148.38/94 



Strange hadronic τdecays 
Fit to mass spectrum: Systematic uncertainties   
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•  Several sources of systematic uncertainty: 
•  Vary response function parameters 
•  Check dependence on model by fitting signal MC –apply 

additive correction – use statistical errors as contribution 
to systematic (dominant contribution for Mass) 

•  Check dependence on different resonance models 
(dominant contribution for Width) 

•  Systematic uncertainties also enter through statistical error 
on fit by including adjustable parameters in model: 
•  Uncertainty in background rates 
•  Shape parameters for   

€ 

τ− →KS
0KL

0π−ν



Strange hadronic τdecays 
Conclusions    
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•  Using K*(800) + K*(892) + K*(1410) as nominal fit yields: 

•  Most accurate fit includes K*(800) but further study is 
ongoing to see if background processes are well understood 

•  Have measured: 

€ 

M(K * (892)−) = 894.30 ± 0.19(stat.) ± 0.19(syst.)MeV /c 2

€ 

Γ(K * (892)−) = 45.56 ± 0.43(stat.) ± 0.57(syst.)MeV

€ 

B(τ− →K 0π−π 0ντ ) = 0.342 ± 0.006(stat.) ± 0.015(syst.)

World’s most precise measurements from τdecays 

World’s most precise measurement 

Preliminary results 



Strange hadronic τdecays 
Summary    
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BACKUP SLIDES 
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Strange hadronic τdecays 
Fit to mass spectrum:Response function   
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  Obtain a 2D figure from MC 

showing Measured – True 
mass Vs True Mass 

  Split into 1D ‘slices’ and 
project onto True mass axis 

  Fit each 1D histogram with 
same parametric form 

  Fit parameters obtained 
above to linear relationship   



Strange hadronic τdecays 
Fit to mass spectrum:All fit results   
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Strange hadronic τdecays 
Fit to mass spectrum:systematics   
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